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Vertical motion of air controls the water-vapor and ice supersaturation and is thus a crucial 
driver for the initiation of clouds. Under the presence of orography, the vertical motion is 
frequently dominated by wave motions triggered at obstacles in the mean flow. For example, 
during our 3-years observational period with the Leipzig Aerosol and Cloud Remote 
Observations System (LACROS) in the framework of the DACAPO-PESO campaign at Punta 
Arenas, Chile we found more than 40% of free-tropospheric supercooled clouds were being 
affected by gravity-wave activity.  

In order to study cloud-dynamics interactions, such as the ice-nucleation activity of different 
particle types in dependence of temperature (one of our overarching goals), not only in the 
laboratory but directly in the atmosphere it is beneficial to perform combined lidar/radar 
observations in regions of the world where wave activity is small. At TROPOS, we thus operate 
the ship-borne observational platform OCEANET-Atmosphere frequently onboard research 
vessels on the Atlantic. The benefit for our cloud research is that above the open ocean the 
vertical motion is rarely affected by orographic disturbances so that the turbulence should 
develop freely. 

For measurements at sea, we mounted the shoe-box-sized Doppler lidar module LiTra S 
(Abacus Laser) in an active stabilization platform so that it always points vertical onboard a 
vessel. We conducted measurements during two recent shipborne campaigns on R/V Sonne 
(July/August 2021) and on R/V Polarstern (December 2021) in the tropical and subtropical 
Atlantic. For these campaigns, the OCEANET-Atmosphere instrument container, including a 
Raman-Polarization Lidar PollyXT, the motion-stabilized Doppler Lidar Litra S, and other 
remote-sensing equipment was deployed. 

Aside from permanent vertical pointing, the heave correction of the ship's movement had to 
be applied to the dataset. We collected the 20 Hz data stream of heave and angular velocities 
from the vessel's own inertial measurement unit for reference. We can show that it was possible 
to completely remove the ship’s motion from the vertical-wind dataset if the temporal averaging 
for the lidar was <0.5 s. 

Properties of the vertical velocity are characterized in the boundary layer and within liquid 
cloud layers. Frequently, the vertical velocities in the clouds are disturbed by transient features, 
which hampers the representatives of the turbulence spectrum obtained by a traditional Fast-
Fourier-Transform. We thus show, that more sophisticated time-frequency analysis methods, 
such as continuous wavelet transform, should be applied. Based on the first shipborne 
deployments of the new Doppler lidar module and the added novel data analysis algorithms, 
free-tropospheric and boundary-layer-coupled clouds from marine environments were 
contrasted. 


